
March inaugural  



MARCH: Tom Collins 



But first… 



  Three parts (totaling about 3 oz.) 
 The basis 

  largest ingredient; usually the base liquor 

 The modifier 
  usually the second-largest ingredient;  
  usually a blended spirit, juice, syrup, water or soda   

 The flavoring agent 
  usually just a touch of  flavor, like bitters, or even a 

garnish or splash of  a third liquid 



  First recorded use of  the word was in 1806 (according 
to Oxford English Dictionary). Origins might stem 
from any of  the following anecdotes: 

  Bartenders used to drain the dregs off  all the barrels 
and mix them together, serving the resultant muddle at 
a reduced price. “Cock” was another name for spigot, 
and “tailings” is the last bit of  alcohol, so this drink 
was called “cock-tailings,” quickly shortened to 
“cocktail.” 

  Leftover liquors from drinks served were dumped into 
a ceramic container shaped like a rooster. One could 
get cheap drinks from a tap set in the tail of  the rooster; 
hence these drinks were called “cock’s tail.”   



  In New Orleans, an apothecary named Peychaud 
(of  bitters fame) occasionally served his guests a 
mix of  brandy, sugar, water and bitters in an egg-
cup. The drink eventually acquired the name of  
the egg-cup—‘cocquetier,’ in French—which his 
guests shortened to “cocktay” and then “cocktail.”  

  The French word “Coquetel” may also have had 
something to do with “cocktail;” it was the name 
of  a mixed drink from Bordeaux served to French 
officers during the American Revolution. 



 Martini 

Base: London dry gin 

Modifier: dry vermouth 

Flavoring agent: olive 

 MANHATTAN 

Base: Whiskey or Bourbon 

Modifier: sweet vermouth 

Flavoring agent: bitters & cherry 



 Tom Collins 

Base: gin (about 2 oz.) 

Modifier: lemon juice ( ¾ to 1 oz.) 

Flavoring agent: sugar/simple syrup (½ to ¾ oz.) 

And! Fill with soda water, garnish with lemon & 
cherry 



  That’s more than 3 ingredients…and thus our Tom 
Collins will consist of  more than 3 ounces. 

  Is the Tom Collins truly a cocktail? 



  It is a long drink. 
  Because it’s topped with soda in addition to its base, 

modifier and flavoring agent, it’s served in a “long” glass 
and thus considered a “long drink.” 

  It is a sour drink. 
  Because it’s made with lemon juice sweetened with 

sugar or syrup, it’s considered a “sour.” 

  It is a Collins! 
  The Tom Collins has remained so popular, it’s often in a 

class of  its own. Tom is the original, but he has a large 
family… 



  Tom – gin base 

  John – vodka base 

  Jack – Apple Jack (brandy) base 

  Colonel – Bourbon base 

  Mike – Irish whisky base 

  Sandy – Scotch whisky base 

  Pierre – Cognac base 

  Ron – dark rum base 

  Pedro – white rum base 

  Pisco – Pisco base 



  But what kind of  gin to use? Bombay? Tanqueray? 
Gordons? Hendrick’s? Beefeater? 

There are oh so many gins from which to choose! 

But there’s only one Old Tom gin… 



  First, let’s define gin: 

  Gin (noun): “type of  distilled drinking alcohol,” 1714; shortening 
of  geneva, alt. (by influence of  the Swiss city) from Dutch genever 
“juniper” (because the alcohol was flavored with its berries); from 
Old French genevre, from Latin juniperus (“juniper”). 

  Juniper was seen as blind allegiance to William of  Orange, King 
of  England 1689-1702, who introduced England to Juniper-based 
Dutch Gin, or “Genever.” 

  In the late 18th century, gin was traditionally made from grain 
spirit and distilled in a pot still with Juniper berries being the most 
dominant botanical in the recipe.  



  Distillation methods in the 18th century did not produce a 
particularly clean or pure spirit, and initially gin was lightly 
sweetened to mask any impurities. 

  “Old Tom Gin” is the name given to this style of  gin — the 
original style used to make Tom Collinses (for which the drink is 
named). 

  The name “Old Tom Gin” comes from what may be the first 
example of  a beverage vending machine in England: 

  A wooden plaque shaped like a black cat (an old tom-cat) was 
mounted on a wall outside pubs. Passers by would deposit a 
penny in the cat's mouth and would be served a shot of  gin by the 
bartender through a tube between the cat’s paws. 



  One of  the original makers of  Old Tom gin was 
Hayman’s, which was recently re-introduced to the 
market after a century or so off  shelves. 

  Hayman’s still features an old, black tom-cat on its 
label to this day. 



Cheers! 



As distillation methods improved in the mid- to late-19th 
century, a cleaner and purer base spirit and a “dry” style 

known as London Dry Gin became increasingly 
common. 

 However, Old Tom Gin still retained its popularity and 
was a fashionable drink until the mid-20th Century. 

Let’s bring it back, shall we? 



Cheers! 

Just for comparison’s sake… 

  Let’s now drink a  
modern Tom Collins 

 using London dry gin.  
See if  you can taste the difference. 


